
for your Jeep®



This Stealthbox® subwoofer system 
combines our advanced thin-line 
subwoofer technology with a form 
fitting sealed enclosure design. It delivers 
outstanding sub-bass performance 
in your 4-door JL Wrangler, without 
consuming any useful cargo space. 

Available in separate driver and 
passenger side models, with 2 or 4 ohm 
drivers, each Stealthbox® houses a 10TW1 
thin-line subwoofer and mounts solidly 
above each rear wheel well. A matching 
trim panel and sturdy steel-mesh grille are 
also included, so you can carry plenty of 
gear without worrying about damage. 

The Hard Data: 
If vehicle is factory-equipped with 
Premium Audio, passenger side 
Stealthbox® installation requires removal 
of OEM subwoofer and purchase of 
interior trim parts from Jeep®. 

Soft-top models: Stealthbox® installation 
does not interfere with normal top 
operation, except for the final position 
where the top mechanism is detached 
from the rails. 

* Will not fit any "JK" models or  
2-Door "JL" models.

Separate driver and passenger side 
Stealthbox® models are available

Hit the trails with one, or two,  
without losing cargo space!

2018*-Up Jeep®

wrangler unlimited (jl)
4-Door models only



stealthbox® accessories

SBA-J-JLU-UAR
2018-Up Jeep® Wrangler (JL) Unlimited  
and 2020-Up Jeep® Gladiator (JT) 
Universal Amplifier Rack
The SBA-J-JLU-UAR Amplifier Rack fits under 
either front seat to securely mount one of 
several different JL Audio amplifier models 
(sold separately). Featuring an angled design to 
maximize rear passenger foot space, the SBA-
J-JLU-UAR Amplifier Rack installs using factory 
hardware (no drilling required). Powder-coated 
steel, engineered and built in USA.

Pictured below with VX800/8i and VX1000/1i 
amplifiers installed under each front seat.

SBA-J-JL-FHB
2018*-Up Jeep® Wrangler (JL) and  
2020-Up Jeep® Gladiator (JT)  
Fuse Holder Bracket
The SBA-J-JL-FHB Fuse Holder Bracket easily and 
securely mounts up to two JL Audio XB-MFBU-
ANL Master Fuse Blocks (sold separately). Attaches 
to the vehicle's firewall using factory hardware 
(no drilling required). Powder-coated steel, 
engineered and built in USA.

* Will not fit vehicles equipped with the EcoDiesel 
engine or any "JK" models.

JK's get to play, too!
Stealthbox® options for 2007-2018 Jeep® Wrangler (JK)

These Stealthbox® Accessories are 
specifically engineered for your JL 
Wrangler, and purpose-built to maximize 
functionality and installation integrity.

SB-J-JK2DR/10w1v3
2007-2018 Jeep® Wrangler (JK) 2-Door
Low-profile design sits inconspicuously on the cargo-area floor and features 
a rigid, carpet-covered, removable panel that conceals a powerful 10-inch 
subwoofer driver and a secure mounting place for a JL Audio amplifier 
(sold separately). The subwoofer driver is housed in a sealed, carpet-
covered fiberglass enclosure. The entire structure is designed to be easily 
installed and removed when the tailgate is opened, so you can quickly 
remove it if you plan to get your Jeep really filthy or need the extra space.

The Hard Data: 
Contains one 10W1v3-2 subwoofer in a sealed enclosure. 300 watt power 
handling, 2 ohm impedance. Installs on floor of the rear cargo area.  
Floor of cargo area is raised approximately 5-inches with installation.  
Will not affect rear seat-folding functionality. Cannot be used without the 
factory tailgate in place. 



JK's get to play, too!
Stealthbox® options for 2007-2018 Jeep® Wrangler (JK)

SB-J-UNLTD4D/13TW5v2
2007-2012 Jeep® Wrangler Unlimited (JK) 4-Door
Add powerful, audiophile bass quality without significantly compromising 
your precious cargo space. Our patented, low-profile TW5v2 subwoofer 
technology makes it possible to extract amazing bass from a very thin 
enclosure that bolts solidly to the passenger-side rear wheel well. Rugged, 
100% fiberglass construction is as tough as your Jeep® and the protected 
driver position means that you can still toss all your gear in the back without 
worrying about damage. It also won’t call attention to itself in parking lots... 
even if you have a ragtop.

The Hard Data: 
Contains one 13TW5v2-2 subwoofer in a sealed enclosure. 600 Watt power 
handling, 2 ohm impedance. Installs against passenger-side wheel well. 
Requires removal of factory subwoofer, if so equipped. 

For ‘11-’12 models with a 12V accessory plug on the rear passenger side cargo 
panel/subwoofer, you must purchase a plain (without subwoofer) passenger 
side rear cargo trim panel and a upper seat belt/roll bar cover from Jeep/
Mopar parts. Use of the accessory outlet is lost with Stealthbox® installation. 

SB-J-WRUD/10TW1
2007-2018* Jeep® Wrangler Unlimited (JK) 4-Door
Custom-formed fiberglass enclosures combine with our advanced 
thin-line subwoofers to produce amazing sub-bass performance in 
your 4-door Wrangler, without consuming excess cargo space. 

Available in separate driver and passenger side models, each 
Stealthbox® houses a 10TW1 thin-line subwoofer driver and mounts 
solidly above each rear wheel well. Outfit your JK with one for 
incredible bass, or install two for maximum performance.

The Hard Data: 
Each system contains one 10TW1-4 in a sealed enclosure with 300 watt 
power handling. Each enclosure is 4 ohms impedance (using two achieves 
a 2 ohm load in parallel). A steel mesh grille is included with each to 
protect the subwoofer driver. Does not affect hard top installation. 
* Will only fit 2018 “JK” models. Will not fit 2018 “JL” models.

Driver and passenger models 
available (sold separately) 

Cut-away view



SB-J-JTGLAD/10TW1 
More than just a Jeep pickup, the Gladiator is 

an accomplished off-road vehicle with dramatic 
styling and advanced technology features. Our 
Stealthbox® enhances all this by adding impressive, 
high-quality bass without losing any of your 
precious people space or interior functionality.

Featuring an all-fiberglass, sealed enclosure 
design, this Stealthbox® houses two of our innovative 
10TW1 thin-line subwoofers and mounts neatly 
under the rear seat, without compromising rear 
passenger comfort. Rear seat folding is unaffected, 
and we even left space on the enclosure that’s 
perfect for a clean, hidden amplifier installation!

The Hard Data: 
Contains two 10TW1-4 subwoofer drivers in a sealed 

enclosure. 600 watt power handling. Wired for 2 ohm 
mono. Installation requires removal of under seat 
storage compartment, if equipped. Retains hardtop 
hardware storage box and jack stowage.

2020-Up Jeep®

gladiator (jt)

Cut-away view
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“If you’re lucky enough to have a vehicle that one of these 
Stealthboxes is made for, choosing it over anything else we 

have seen or heard is a no brainer.”  
– CarSound

perfect look. perfect fit. perfect bass. 
For your truck, SUV or side-by-side.

Also for
Cadillac

Chevrolet
Dodge

Ford 
GMC

Hummer
Lincoln
Nissan 
Toyota

and many more...Find your vehicle here:
www.jlaudio.com/ 

car-audio-stealthbox


